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Introduction 
 
National Medical Library (NML) of the Czech Republic operates Medvik Portal - a web 
application for access to several bibliographic databases produced by NML and cooperating 
institutions. The main databases are Medvik Catalogue - describing library collections with the 
holdings of the Union Catalogue of Czech Medical Libraries, and Bibliographia medica 
Czechoslovaka (Bibliomedica) - Czech national medical bibliography. The total amount of 
bibliographic records approximates 700 thousands. 
 
The technical design of Medvik Portal with multiple underlying databases was not sufficient for 
fast and reliable retrieval, which has led to further development. An aggregated database 
specially optimized for searching tasks has been created. The database is updated automatically 
from production databases and allows efficient access to all bibliographic data from one access 
point using full-text search approach. This design allows a Google-like search experience, but 
there is a need to add more functionality to achieve better precision and recall. This need comes 
from obvious limitations of rather unfocused full-text searching and also from our users’ 
feedback and recent NML’s survey. 
 
NML translates Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) into Czech language using MeSH 
Translation and Maintenance System (MTMS). Majority of our bibliographic records are 
indexed with MeSH descriptors, qualifiers and NML Subject terms which all can be used for 
concept-based and context-sensitive tools for a better search experience and more pertinent 
results. 
 
We have focused on the MeSH semantics to develop following features: search term suggestion 
and query builder, multiple clustering of search results, tag clouds for query representation and 
browsing support, and the Subject browser - aggregating MeSH, NML Subjects and 
Supplementary Concepts Records. The techniques used to implement these features will be 
described further. 
 
Background 
 
The design of Medvik Portal (http://www.medvik.cz) has not changed much since its launch in 
2006. Though several features have been added during past years based on our users’ feedback. 
NML has also implemented new systems and services that needed to be integrated. The Medvik 
system is further described in [1]. It had been clear that a major redesign or upgrade was 
necessary to catch up with new developments in modern search interfaces design. 
 
The fact that medical professionals have not been very satisfied with the current interface also 
showed in the results of the last year NML’s survey called “Information behaviour of medical 
professionals in relation to modern library and information services in health care”. In the 
evaluation section of the portal, the interface and navigation was rated 2.2, and graphical design 
2.6 on 1 to 5 point scale (good-bad) as can be seen in figure 1. 



 
 
Fig. 1. Medvik Portal evaluation results 
 
These needs have led to efforts to make Medvik Portal more user-friendly and accessible so the 
portal would provide a better user experience. Initial effort was focused on the integration of our 
production databases into one “index” database to allow simultaneous and efficient searching of 
all NML’s datasets. The database contains mainly data elements that are suitable for retrieval 
purposes and its structure is optimized for full-text searching. The database content is 
additionally populated with more selecting terms from MeSH and is automatically updated on 
regular basis. The data structures are independent of the MARC format used in production 
databases and thus are more flexible for the interface development. 
 
We have come to a conlusion that our scenario is similar to PubMed: the majority of 
bibliographic records are indexed using MeSH headings and the Bibliomedica article database is 
in scope comparable to Medline. There are many PubMed alternative interfaces and results post-
processing tools available on-line [2,3] which use interesting features: query building aids, 
visualization and refinement of results, related documents displays etc. These features allow 
users to choose selection terms for building a query, to select sets of documents of interest from 
visual results display, to discover other related documents and information relevant to their 
needs. We have analyzed the methods used, in particular by LigerCat [3] and Anne O’Tate [4], 
and we have tried to implement them with some modifications explained further. 
 
Methods and implementation 
 
The value of using MeSH descriptors in retrieval process has been proved [5]. On the other 
hand, most users are not familiar, due to different reasons, with MeSH thesaurus and its usage in 
retrieval. Thus we have designed the basic searching workflow as follows: users can start with a 
simple text search which is performed against our index database. Because of the full-text 
enabled search, they are likely to receive more (or at least some) results that can be further 
explored or expanded using several clusters, tag cloud and filters. By simply clicking on the 
MeSH headings and other cluster terms, they can browse and refine the results and the selected 
terms appear in the query builder. 
 
Users can at any time re-run the query with the terms selected or apply filters and thus receive 
more accurate results. Users have the option to remove or exclude a term from the query before 
the re-run. The selected descriptors used in the query are automatically exploded that records 
with narrower (more specific) terms are retrieved as well. The scheme of the workflow is 
presented in figure 2. Users can select document records from the results display for later actions 
or take a look at a detailed document view. 
 



 
 
Fig. 2. Scheme of the basic search workflow 
 
Clustering analysis (clustering) is a common approach to show the similarity between a set of 
observations. Clustering of PubMed/Medline records is usually performed by vector space 
model [6] based on documents content similarity (words from titles and abstracts). Another 
approaches are based on MeSH semantics (that two documents indexed with the same or related 
MeSH descriptors are similar) or combining both content and semantic similarity. We decided to 
work with the descriptors and MeSH data structures only to enable the clustering and tag cloud 
features in first version of the new interface which would make the initial development less 
complex. Also the availability of abstracts in Bibliomedica records is low - there are 12 000 
Czech and 10 000 English abstracts from the total of 570 000 bibliographic records. 
 
The MeSH data (MeSH descriptors and concepts, qualifiers and Supplementary Concept 
records) have been imported into SQL database from XML files provided by National Medical 
Library, Bethesda, using SQL XML Bulk Load. We have performed minor changes in MeSH 
data structures that Czech and English equivalent terms appeared on same table rows. This 
design allows to easily switch between the two language versions in the interface and to search 
MeSH terms independently of the language used. The tree structure has been implemented using 
the nested sets technique. 
 
Tag clouds emerged on the Web in 2006, first in photo sharing service Flickr [7] and they 
shortly became common feature of many Web 2.0 applications (Del.ici.ous, Technorati, 
Connotea, blogs etc.) The tags in these applications are usually user-generated in the process of 
collaborative (or social) tagging resulting in classification known as folksonomy. The tag clouds 
are a form of visual retrieval interfaces allowing to browse collections of web resources. The tag 
terms are weighted based on their frequency in a given collection and the more frequent 
(important) tags are displayed in bigger fonts. The tags in a cloud are often sorted alphabetically 
though it is not always the best option. There have been attempts to cluster the tags semantically 
that tags close in meaning appear close to each other [8]. 
 
We have adopted the later approach to create a cluster of MeSH descriptors based on their 
frequency in the resulting records. The calculation of the frequency and final weight of terms is 
inspired by LigerCat and AnneO’Tate algorithms [3,4]. No descriptors are excluded from the 
cloud except the MeSH Check tags (Male, Female, Adult etc.) and the Publication types which 
are accessible in the refine section of the layout. The terms are then mapped to the MeSH Tree 
structure and grouped into16 top-level categories (the Publication Characteristics branch and 
check tags are omitted). The terms in each category form a row (or block of tags) and they are 
sorted by their position in the tree structure. This design enables to show semantically related 
terms (in the same tree branch) near each other. Thus users can easily navigate the categories 
and move from general to more specific terms that might be of their interest. There is also the 



option to switch on the alphabetical sorting inside the blocks. The cloud is positioned at the 
bottom of the results page. The example of a tag cloud is depicted in figure 3. The descriptors 
which reside in multiple branches of the tree appear repeatedly in each category. 
 

 
 
Fig 3. Example of tag cloud based on query “brain” (Publication types and Check tags included) 
 
The clusters for navigating the results (faceted navigation) are situated in the left side column of 
the interface. There are several blocks: MeSH clusters - headings (descriptors), check tags, 
publication types and qualifiers; NML Subjects cluster; authors cluster, date of publication 
cluster and the source (journal) cluster. All clusters are created using the term frequency in the 
result set and sorted by descending order. Users can browse the clusters from more to less 
frequent and display associated documents records. The descriptor cluster is based on the similar 
algorithm as the tag cloud, but is aimed at drill-down browsing of clustered documents and 
allows adding more specific descriptors to the query builder. The top clustering level is formed 
by the headings from the second level of the MeSH tree (the so called running heads). 
 
The Subject browser has been designed to help users to identify topics of interest and to choose 
headings for building a query. The browser allows free text searching in all descriptor, NML 
subject and Supplementary (chemical) concept records. Terms corresponding to a query are 
displayed in the left column and when clicked, the record is displayed. All headings 
(descriptors) with allowable subheadings (qualifiers) can be added to the query builder. Users 
can specify, before running a query, whether to explode the terms, to find all or any terms, and 
to limit the query to articles only. This query builder provides the same functionality as the 
builder in the results page. There is also the possibility to send the created query to the official 
PubMed interface at NCBI website. 
 
Conclusions 



 
The new portal interface is still under development and as of this writing is not yet publicly 
available. Before the official launch later this year, we plan to use internal as well as external 
focus groups which will help us to test and evaluate the interface in order to improve it. The new 
version will also run in parallel with the current version for a period of 2 months. There are 
more features which we want to encompass (related documents display, search term suggestion 
etc.), but further testing is needed before its implementation. Useful enhancement would also be 
more sophisticated pre-processing of user’s initial input but there are no program libraries 
standardly available that are able to reliably process Czech natural language. The pre-processing 
might also be used for search suggestion and type-in error correction tool. We plan to implement 
it in future through collaboration with Czech linguistic professionals. Also, the automated 
identification of the important words from titles and article abstracts would allow to create better 
clustering and might help to overcome some imperfections in the MeSH manual indexing. In 
future, we would like to create data mining and visualization tools for biblometric analysis of 
Bibliomedica data and to be able to present broader records contexts for answering “what 
research, who with whom, where, when” types of questions. We use rather practical then 
theoretical approach in this work, though we hope the new interface would be available soon 
and it will provide superior service to all interested users. 
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